Once a year the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services makes available to physicians and to the general public specific information (including information provided to CMS by the Office of the Inspector General) that is useful in evaluating the performance of laboratories. The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988 (CLIA) and implementing regulations at 42 CFR 493.1850 require that this listing include the following:

(1) A list of laboratories that have been convicted, under Federal or State laws relating to fraud and abuse, false billing, or kickbacks.

(2) A list of laboratories that have had their CLIA certificates suspended, limited, or revoked, and the reasons for the adverse actions.

(3) A list of persons who have been convicted of violating CLIA requirements, as specified in section 353(1) of the PHS Act, together with circumstances of each case and the penalties imposed.

(4) A list of laboratories on which alternative sanctions have been imposed, showing--

(i) the effective date of the sanctions;
(ii) the reason for imposing them;
(iii) any corrective action taken by the laboratory;
(iv) if the laboratory has achieved compliance, the verified date of compliance.

(5) A list of laboratories whose accreditation has been withdrawn or revoked and the reasons for the withdrawal or revocation.

(6) All appeals and hearing decisions.

(7) A list of laboratories against which CMS has brought suit under Section 493.1846 and the reasons for those actions.

(8) A list of laboratories that have been excluded from participation in Medicare or Medicaid and the reasons for exclusion.

Civil settlements reached with clinical laboratories are also noted.

The Laboratory Registry is compiled for the calendar year preceding the date the information is made available and also contains corrections of any erroneous statements of information that appeared in the previous registry. A final section includes other specific information that may be useful in evaluating the performance of laboratories, as specified in 42 CFR 493.1850(a). It also includes information provided by CLIA exempt states.
2009 CLIA LAB REGISTRY

(AS REQUIRED BY SECTION 353(N) OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT) ACTIVITY 01/01/2009 - 12/31/2009

1. LABORATORIES SUBJECT TO CLIA THAT HAVE BEEN CONVICTED, UNDER FEDERAL OR STATE LAWS RELATING TO FRAUD AND ABUSE, FALSE BILLING, OR KICKBACKS.

* NO DATA FOUND *
2. LABORATORIES THAT HAVE HAD THEIR CLIA CERTIFICATE SUSPENDED,
LIMITED, OR REVOKED, AND THE REASON FOR THE ADVERSE ACTION.
(MEDICARE CANCELLATION, A PRINCIPAL SANCTION, HAS BEEN INCLUDED
IN THIS CATEGORY.)

SANDRA DENTON, DIRECTOR
ALASKA ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE CLINIC LLC
3333 DENALI STREET SUITE 100
ANCHORAGE, AK  99503
CLIA ID# 02D0972572

SANCTION:       CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
               REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
               SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 30, 2009

REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
                IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

CATHERINE SPIER, MD, DIRECTOR
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER AT ORANGE GROVE
1891 W ORANGE GROVE RD
TUCSON, AZ  85704
CLIA ID# 03D0933877

SANCTION:       LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: JUNE 15, 2009

REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
                UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

ALBERT KOENIG MD, DIRECTOR
FAMILY MEDICAL CARE
2420 ROGERS AVENUE
FORT SMITH, AR  72901
CLIA ID# 04D0469135

SANCTION:       LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 06, 2009

REASON:         UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
OMID S SHAYE MD A MEDICAL CORPORATION
7320 WOODLAKE AV SUITE 330
WEST HILLS, CA  91307
CLIA ID# 05D0557525

SANCTION:       LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 13, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

Xu Yao MD, DIRECTOR
NORTH RIDGE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
ROSCOE BOULEVARD
18300 ROSCOE BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA  91325
CLIA ID# 05D0558250

SANCTION:       LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 28, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

ROBERT BRUNST MD PHD INC
477 EL CAMINO REAL A-200
ENCINITAS, CA  92024
CLIA ID# 05D0704690

SANCTION:       CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
                REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
                LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 21, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
                IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY IMPROPER PROFICIENCY
                TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES
MUSTAFA MAHDAVY MD, DIRECTOR
NU ERA CLINICAL LABORATORIES, INC
18341 SHERMAN WAY, #201A
RESEDA, CA  91335
CLIA ID# 05D1055182

SANCTION:  CANCELLATION OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE:  JANUARY 13, 2009

REASON:  LAB OWNER/OPER PROHIBITED FROM OWNING LAB

HOWARD PFUPAJENA, MD, DIRECTOR
BIXBY CLINICAL LABORATORY INC
10523 BURBANK BLVD # 102A
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA  91601
CLIA ID# 05D1060923

SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE:  JULY 17, 2009

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

HOWARD PFUPAJENA, MD, DIRECTOR
BIXBY CLINICAL LABORATORY INC
10523 BURBANK BLVD # 102A
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA  91601
CLIA ID# 05D1060923

SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE:  DECEMBER 20, 2009

REASON:  MEDICARE CANCELLATION/SUSPENSION
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
W M SOLUTIONS
1335 N LABREA AVE STE 2109
LOS ANGELES, CA  90028
CLIA ID#  05D1085761
SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REvocation of CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 12, 2009
REASON: MISREPRESENTATION IN OBTAINING CLIA CERTIFICATE

MIDLAND STATS
12821 MOUNTAIN AVE SUITE 175
CHINO, CA  91710
CLIA ID#  05D1087349
SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REvocation of CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2009
REASON: MISREPRESENTATION IN OBTAINING CLIA CERTIFICATE

ACTIVE WEIGHT SOLUTIONS
1466-M EAST FOOTHILL BLVD STE 202
UPLAND, CA  91786
CLIA ID#  05D1088963
SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REvocation of CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2009
REASON: MISREPRESENTATION IN OBTAINING CLIA CERTIFICATE

ULTIMATE RESULTS
1000 W 4TH ST STE 375
ONTARIO, CA  91762
CLIA ID#  05D1090838
SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REvocation of CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2009
REASON: MISREPRESENTATION IN OBTAINING CLIA CERTIFICATE
AWS LABORATORY
420 MCKINLEY STREET SUITE 111-356
CORONA, CA  92879
CLIA ID#  05D1090908

SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2009

REASON:  MISREPRESENTATION IN OBTAINING CLIA CERTIFICATE

JOSE ANTUNES, DIRECTOR
AMERICAN DIAGNOSTIC LAB
2400 FRUITVILLE RD
SARASOTA, FL  34237
CLIA ID#  10D0693928

SANCTION:  SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 07, 2009

REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS:  LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING

SANGITA WALIA MD, DIRECTOR
SANGITA WALIA MD
700 GEORGE BUSH BLVD
DELRAY BEACH, FL  33483
CLIA ID#  10D0962577

SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 07, 2009

REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS:  LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
JOHN GREENE, DIRECTOR
GREENE UROLOGICAL CENTER PA
308 PALMETTO STREET
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL  32168
CLIA ID# 10D0963986

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 11, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: CERTIFICATE REINSTATED

MICHAEL OGDEN MD, DIRECTOR
CHILDREN'S HEALTHCARE OF WEST GEORGIA
204 ALLEN MEMORIAL DRIVE
SUITE 203
BREMEN, GA  30110
CLIA ID# 11D0973621

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 18, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED
MEDICARE CANCELLATION RESCINDED
COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

THOMAS HO MD, DIRECTOR
RINGGOLD PEDIATRIC CLINIC PC
7494 BATTLEFIELD PARKWAY
RINGGOLD, GA  30736
CLIA ID# 11D0988967

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 20, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: CERTIFICATE REINSTATED
STEVEN CLINGER MD, DIRECTOR
SHELLEY FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
210 S EMERSON
SHELLEY, ID 83274
CLIA ID# 13D0705400

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 21, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

WILLIAM SALAS MT, DIRECTOR
TASC LABORATORY
1500 N HALSTED
CHICAGO, IL 60622
CLIA ID# 14D0425500

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 11, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

BALBIR DHALIWAL PHD, DIRECTOR
MEDWAY DIAGNOSTIC LABS INC
3138 W CERMAK ROAD #106
CHICAGO, IL 60623
CLIA ID# 14D0860367

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 01, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
CAROLYN COULAM, DIRECTOR
C A R I REPRODUCTIVE INSTITUTE L L C
233 E ERIE STREET, SUITE 520
CHICAGO, IL  60611
CLIA ID# 14D1056871

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 25, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

SHERRY JACKSON, DIRECTOR
U S DIAGNOSTICS LAB INC
7337 N WESTERN AVE
CHICAGO, IL  60645
CLIA ID# 14D1068598

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 29, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

PRISCILLA RUHE, DIRECTOR
MERCY EAST FAMILY PRACTICE URGENT CARE CLINIC
5900 EAST UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PLEASANT HILL, IA  50327
CLIA ID# 16D0383858

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 14, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED
CERTIFICATE REINSTATED
STEPHEN RUNDE, DIRECTOR
MERCY CARE NORTH
5264 COUNCIL STREET NE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA  52402
CLIA ID# 16D0386909

SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 17, 2009
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:  SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED

KAREN SMALL MD, DIRECTOR
KAREN M SMALL MD
218 COLUMBIA AVE
GLASGOW, KY  42142
CLIA ID# 18D0325946

SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 07, 2009
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:  LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
CERTIFICATE REINSTATED

MARILYN MCMILLEN MD, DIRECTOR
COMBINED PHYSICIANS LAB
469 WEST PLEASANT STREET
CYNTHIANA, KY  41031
CLIA ID# 18D0648560

SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 20, 2009
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
MEDICARE CANCELLATION/SUSPENSION
STATUS:  LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
DR CATHERINE SOLDI, DIRECTOR
TRIGG COUNTY HOSPITAL
254 MAIN STREET
CADIZ, KY 42211
CLIA ID# 18D0691052

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 13, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

DAVID BRITT MD, DIRECTOR
MEDICAL CENTER INTERNISTS PSC
ATTN LISA CUTTS
225 ABRAHAM FLEXNER WAY SUITE 304
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
CLIA ID# 18D0698845

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 02, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
FAILURE TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES
STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING

MANOJ MAJMUDAR, MD, DIRECTOR
WESTERN KENTUCKY PULMONARY CLINIC
1724 KENTON STREET SUITE 1B
HOPKINSVILLE, KY 42240
CLIA ID# 18D0983150

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 07, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
CERTIFICATE REINSTATED
GARLAND MILLER MD, DIRECTOR
GARLAND D MILLER MD
2114 OBLIE
ZWOLLE, LA  71486
CLIA ID# 19D0465166

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 20, 2009

REASON: CANCELLATION OF MEDICARE APPROVAL SUSPENSION

JAMES BELUE, DIRECTOR
J MICHAEL BELUE
411 E VAUGHN AVENUE, SUITE 105
RUSTON, LA  71270
CLIA ID# 19D0666942

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 06, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

CAROL PATIN MD, DIRECTOR
CAROL M PATIN, MD
8595 PICARDY AVENUE SUITE 220
BATON ROUGE, LA  70809
CLIA ID# 19D0957068

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 11, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING CHANGED TO
CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER
RAY BOYER MD, DIRECTOR
ACES MEDICAL SUPPLY INC
SUITE D63 809 FLORIDA STREET
MANDEVILLE, LA  70448
CLIA ID# 19D1087465

SANCTION:  REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE:  FEBRUARY 18, 2009
REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

MOHammed MOHIUDDIN   MD, DIRECTOR
MOHAMMED M MOHIUDDIN
110 BAUGHMANS LANE SUITE 201
FREDERICK, MD  21702
CLIA ID# 21D0909092

SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JUNE 03, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO SUBMIT ACCEPTABLE
PLAN OF CORRECTION
STATUS:  COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

GISELLE MERY, DIRECTOR
CANCER QUALITY CARE LLC
4416 EAST WEST HIGHWAY STE 410
BETHESDA, MD  20814
CLIA ID# 21D1057105

SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE:  AUGUST 03, 2009
REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
MOHAMED SALKINI, DIRECTOR
IMMUNE & DIAGNOSTIC LAB
31700 W 12 MILE ROAD SUITE 220
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI  48334
CLIA ID# 23D0898446

SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE:  SEPTEMBER 30, 2009

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

STANLEY LEVY MD, DIRECTOR
ASSOCIATED INTERNISTS, PC
26206 W TWELVE MILE ROAD SUITE 300
SOUTHFIELD, MI  48034
CLIA ID# 23D0983891

SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE:  APRIL 15, 2009

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

STATUS:  HEARING DECISION SUSTAINED CMS

WILLIAM MCNEIL, DIRECTOR
ST ELIZABETHS MEDICAL CENTER
1200 GRANT BLVD
WABASHA, MN  55981
CLIA ID# 24D0404612

SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE:  MARCH 27, 2009

REASON:  IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES
CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
MICHAEL KANE MD, DIRECTOR
MCCUNE-BROOKS REGIONAL HOSPITAL
3125 DR RUSSELL SMITH WAY
CARTHAGE, MO 64836
CLIA ID# 26D0445722

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 07, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED
CERTIFICATE REINSTATED

RANDY WOODS, DIRECTOR
WOODS MEDICAL CLINIC
250 S HICKMAN STREET
PUXICO, MO 63960
CLIA ID# 26D0904604

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 11, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: CERTIFICATE REINSTATED

MEDHA GAVAI MD, DIRECTOR
UNIVERSITY PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES PA
317 CLEVELAND AVENUE
HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 08904
CLIA ID# 31D0674514

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 12, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
JOANN HABBERMANN MD, DIRECTOR
UROLOGIC HEALTH CENTER OF NJ, PC
67 ROUTE 37 WEST RIVERWOOD 2 SUITE 1
TOMS RIVER, NJ  08755
CLIA ID# 31D0861767

SANCTION:    LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 23, 2009
REASON:      UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

KIRIT MD PANDYA, DIRECTOR
KIRIT M PANDYA MD
101 PROSPECT STREET SUITE 101
LAKEWOOD, NJ  08701
CLIA ID# 31D0877855

SANCTION:    LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 12, 2009
REASON:      UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:      COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

LEE CARUANA MD, DIRECTOR
COLFAX GENERAL HOSPITAL LAB
615 PROSPECT AVE
SPRINGER, NM  87747
CLIA ID# 32D0536885

SANCTION:    limitation of clia certificate
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 14, 2009
REASON:      UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:      COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
VERNON PILON MD, DIRECTOR
PRIME CARE MEDICAL GROUP
DBA PRIME CARE PHYSICIANS PLLC
400 PATROON CREEK
ALBANY, NY  12206
CLIA ID# 33D0162088

SANCTION:   LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 24, 2009
REASON:       UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

GLADYS IBEZIM, DIRECTOR
GLADZIM MEDICAL LAB, PC
108 SOUTH MUNN AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, NJ  07018
CLIA ID# 33D1034578

SANCTION:   CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
            REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
            SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 13, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
              IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY 2 YEAR PROHIBIT FROM
              OWNING, OPERATING OR DIRECTING

GREGORY MARTOCCI, DIRECTOR
DR GREGORY MARTOCCI
520 FRANKLIN AVENUE, SUITE 150
GARDEN CITY, NY  11530
CLIA ID# 33D1058076

SANCTION:   CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
            LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 01, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:       COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
PAULA NEWSOME, DIRECTOR  
ADVANTAGE VISION CENTER OD PA  
1016 S CHURCH ST  
CHARLOTTE, NC  28203  
CLIA ID# 34D1034755  
SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL  
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE  
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 28, 2009  
REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH  
IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY FAILURE TO SUBMIT  
ACCEPTABLE PLAN OF CORRECTION  
STATUS:  APPEAL FILED BY LAB  

ANA ORTIZ, DIRECTOR  
LABORATORIO CLINICO SANTA ANA  
CARR 107 KM 2 2 BO BORINQUEN  
AGUADILLA, PR  00603  
CLIA ID# 40D0657981  
SANCTION:  CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL  
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE  
EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 05, 2009  
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING  
FAILURE TO SUBMIT ACCEPTABLE PLAN OF CORRECTION  

BEVERLY VAZQUEZ RODRIGUEZ, DIRECTOR  
LABORATORIO CLINICO DEL CARIBE  
617 CALLE FERROCARRIL SUITE 101  
PONCE, PR  00717  
CLIA ID# 40D0658175  
SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE  
EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 07, 2009  
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
BLANCA CORDERO, DIRECTOR
LAB CLINICO MEDI-SERV INC
PO BOX 1132
BAJADERO, PR  00616
CLIA ID# 40D0667258

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 31, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY IMPROPER PROFICIENCY
TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES

ROBERTO ALGARIN, DIRECTOR
CENTRO DE SALUD FAMILIAR
AVE LAS NEREIDAS 126
CATANO, PR  00963
CLIA ID# 40D0978435

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 05, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED

ANNIE RODRIGUEZ BOSCH, DIRECTOR
LABORATORIO CLINICO SHALOM
CARR #2 BO TERRANOVA CALLE MARGINAL DEL PARQUE
QUEBRADILLAS, PR  00678
CLIA ID# 40D1020316

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 26, 2009

REASON: IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES

STATUS: REVOCATION PENDING HEARING

REQUEST FOR A HEARING WAS WITHDRAWN BY THE LABORATORY.
CASE DISMISSED MARCH 15, 2010
BERYL BACHUS KEITH M D, DIRECTOR
BLACK RIVER HEALTHCARE INC MANNING
12 WEST SOUTH STREET
MANNING, SC  29102
CLIA ID# 42D0878202

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 29, 2009

REASON: MEDICARE CANCELLATION/SUSPENSION
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
CERTIFICATE REINSTATED

EDWARD MUIR MD, DIRECTOR
SPECIALTY CLINIC FOR BLOOD DISORDERS
AND CANCER
6286 BRIARCREST AVENUE, SUITE 308
MEMPHIS, TN  38120
CLIA ID# 44D0932559

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 30, 2009

REASON: FAILURE TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES
FAILURE TO SUBMIT ACCEPTABLE
PLAN OF CORRECTION

CURTIS BOYD, DIRECTOR
SOUTHWESTERN WOMEN'S SURGERY CENTER, LP
8616 GREENVILLE AVE, SUITE 100
DALLAS, TX  75243
CLIA ID# 45D0478897

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 19, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED
COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
GARY GELDMEIER MD, DIRECTOR
GOODALL-WITCHER HOSPITAL
101 SOUTH AVENUE T
PO BOX 549
CLIFTON, TX 76634
CLIA ID# 45D0488344

SANCTION: LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 09, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

WILLIAM CLARK MD, DIRECTOR
WILLIAM D CLARK, MD, PA
133 NORTHPOINT DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77060
CLIA ID# 45D0494341

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 08, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

SOLOMON BRICKMAN, DIRECTOR
SOLOMON S BRICKMAN MD PA
11730 FM 1960W
HOUSTON, TX 77065
CLIA ID# 45D0690859

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 10, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE REVOCATION FAILURE TO RESURVEY
IVAN MCLENDEZ, DIRECTOR
SCIENTIFIC MEDICAL LABORATORY
2704-A EAST GRIFFIN PARKWAY
MISSION, TX  78572
CLIA ID# 45D0888276

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
REVOCATION OF CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 24, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
FAILURE TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES

KALPATHY VENKATESAN MD, DIRECTOR
TEXAS HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY CENTER
10 MEDICAL PARKWAY STE 106
DALLAS, TX  75234
CLIA ID# 45D0960627

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 06, 2009

REASON: 2 YEAR PROHIBIT FROM OWN, OPERATE, OR DIRECT
CANCELLATION OF MEDICARE APPROVAL REVOCATION

DONA COOPER-DOCKERY, DIRECTOR
COOPER INTERNAL MEDICINE
801 E NOLANA STE 12
MCALLEN, TX  78504
CLIA ID# 45D0964429

SANCTION: REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 16, 2009

REASON: FAILURE TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES

STATUS: REVOCATION OF THE CERTIFICATE WAS RESCINDED.
JANELLE HOUSE DO, DIRECTOR
GIDMEC PA
DR JANELLE HOUSE
721 E AUSTIN STREET
GIDDINGS, TX  78942
CLIA ID# 45D0968578

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 16, 2009

REASON: FAILURE TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES

PRATHIVADI RAMAMANI MD, DIRECTOR
CLINICA MEDICA DE DALLAS
4811A COLUMBIA AVENUE
DALLAS, TX  75226
CLIA ID# 45D0989088

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 26, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY FAILURE TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES

MARTIN MCGONAGLE MD, DIRECTOR
MARTIN MCGONAGLE MD PA
510 E HIGHWAY 377
GRANBURY, TX  76048
CLIA ID# 45D0992081

SANCTION: REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 05, 2009

REASON: IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES
MARTIN MCGONAGLE MD, DIRECTOR
MARTIN E MCGONAGLE MD PA
763 N GRAHAM STREET
STEPHENVILLE, TX  76401
CLIA ID# 45D0992083

SANCTION:          CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
                    REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 27, 2009

REASON:            2 YEAR PROHIBIT FROM OWN, OPERATE, OR DIRECT

MARTIN MCGONAGLE MD, DIRECTOR
MARTIN MCGONAGLE MD PA
107 B SOUTHPARK DRIVE
BROWNWOOD, TX  76801
CLIA ID# 45D0992084

SANCTION:          REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 05, 2009

REASON:            IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES

JOEL ADAMS, MD, DIRECTOR
PERMIAN PULMONARY, PA
500 NORTH WASHINGTON, SUITE 100
ODESSA, TX  79761
CLIA ID# 45D1005326

SANCTION:          CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
                    REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
                    SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 29, 2009

REASON:            CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
                    WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
VENKATESAN KALPATHY MD, DIRECTOR
PATIENTS COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
4352 NORTH JOSEY LANE
CARROLLTON, TX  75010
CLIA ID# 45D1006746

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 06, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
2 YEAR PROHIBIT FROM OWN, OPERATE, OR DIRECT

MOHAMAD AMMAR MD, DIRECTOR
AYASS LUNG CLINIC PLLC
3021 GREEN MEADOW DR
SAN ANGELO, TX  76904
CLIA ID# 45D1026387

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 18, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

AMER SULEMAN, DIRECTOR
HEART BEAT CLINIC, PA, THE
7777 FOREST LANE BLDG A # 236
DALLAS, TX  75230
CLIA ID# 45D1035623

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 30, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
KALPATHY VENKATESAN MD, DIRECTOR
MCKINNEY REGIONAL CANCER CENTER
4601 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
MCKINNEY, TX  75069
CLIA ID# 45D1047436

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
SUSPENSION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 6, 2009

REASON: IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING ACTIVITIES

MARTIN MCGONAGLE, MD, DIRECTOR
MARTIN E MCGONAGLE, MD
107 SW 7TH AVENUE
MINERAL WELLS, TX  76067
CLIA ID# 45D1063645

SANCTION: CANCEL MEDICARE/MEDICAID APPROVAL
REVOCATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 27, 2009

REASON: 2 YEAR PROHIBIT FROM OWN, OPERATE, OR DIRECT
3. A LIST OF PERSONS CONVICTED OF VIOLATING CLIA REQUIREMENTS AS SPECIFIED IN SECTION 353(1) OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES ACT, WITH THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF EACH CASE AND THE PENALTIES IMPOSED.

*** NO DATA FOUND ***
4. A LIST OF LABORATORIES ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE SANCTIONS HAVE BEEN IMPOSED, SHOWING -

(I) THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE SANCTIONS
(II) THE REASON FOR IMPOSING THEM
(III) ANY CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN BY THE LABORATORY AND
(IV) IF LABORATORY HAS ACHIEVED COMPLIANCE, THE VERIFIED DATE OF THE COMPLIANCE

GERMAN LEPARC, DIRECTOR
CREATIVE TESTING SOLUTIONS
2424 W ERIE DR
TEMPE, AZ  85282
CLIA ID# 03D0911463

SANCTION: CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 04, 2009

REASON: INTERLABORATORY COMMUNICATION PERTAINING TO PROFICIENCY TESTING

CATHERINE SPIER, MD, DIRECTOR
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER AT ORANGE GROVE
1891 W ORANGE GROVE RD
TUCSON, AZ  85704
CLIA ID# 03D0933877

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: JUNE 15, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLANCE UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

ALBERT KOENIG MD, DIRECTOR
FAMILY MEDICAL CARE
2420 ROGERS AVENUE
FORT SMITH, AR  72901
CLIA ID# 04D0469135

SANCTION: SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 06, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
LAURA MOODY, DIRECTOR
CHAMPIONS FAMILY CLINIC
701 HORSEBARN RD, SUITE 100
ROGERS, AR  72758
CLIA ID# 04D1023722

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 30, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

OMID SHAYE MD, DIRECTOR
OMID S SHAYE MD A MEDICAL CORPORATION
7320 WOODLAKE AV SUITE 330
WEST HILLS, CA  91307
CLIA ID# 05D0557525

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 11, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

Xu Yao MD, DIRECTOR
NORTHRIDGE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER-
ROSCOE BOULEVARD
18300 ROSCOE BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA  91325
CLIA ID# 05D0558250

SANCTION: CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 28, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
VIRGINIA SIEGFRIED, MD, DIRECTOR
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF SANTA BARBARA
VENTURA SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTIES INC
518 GARDEN ST
SANTA BARBARA, CA  93101
CLIA ID# 05D0584503

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JUNE 05, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
                 UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

GORDON HOPKINS MD, DIRECTOR
SHARP REES STEALY CLINICAL LABORATORY
2001 FOURTH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA  92101
CLIA ID# 05D0643077

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 31, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
                 UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

ROBERT BRUNST, DIRECTOR
ROBERT BRUNST MD PHD INC
477 EL CAMINO REAL A-200
ENCINITAS, CA  92024
CLIA ID# 05D0704690

SANCTION:       SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 28, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
                 IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY IMPROPER PROFICIENCY
                 TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES
CHRISTINA WANG MD, DIRECTOR
LA BIOMED - LOS ANGELES BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
INSTITUTE AT HARBOR-UCLA MEDICAL CENTER
WALTER MARTIN RESEARCH BUILDING
1124 WEST CARSON STREET, ROOM 122/124
TORRANCE, CA  90502
CLIA ID# 05D0954568

SANCTION:      DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 06, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

HOWARD PFUPAJENA, MD, DIRECTOR
BIXBY CLINICAL LABORATORY INC
10523 BURBANK BLVD # 102A
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA  91601
CLIA ID# 05D1060923

SANCTION:      CIVIL MONEY PENALTY OF $3,000 PER DAY
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 15, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

BRUCE LENES MD, DIRECTOR
COMMUNITY BLOOD CENTERS LABORATORY SERVICES INC
1541 NW 13TH CT
MIAMI, FL  33125
CLIA ID# 10D0280710

SANCTION:      CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 26, 2009
REASON:         IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
JOSE ANTUNES, DIRECTOR
AMERICAN DIAGNOSTIC LAB
2400 FRUITVILLE RD
SARASOTA, FL  34237
CLIA ID# 10D0693928

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  DECEMBER 07, 2009
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:  LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING

SANGITA WALIA MD, DIRECTOR
SANGITA WALIA MD
700 GEORGE BUSH BLVD
DELRAY BEACH, FL  33483
CLIA ID# 10D0962577

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE:  DECEMBER 07, 2009
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:  LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING

JOHN GREENE, DIRECTOR
GREENE UROLOGICAL CENTER PA
308 PALMETTO STREET
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL  32168
CLIA ID# 10D0963986

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 11, 2009
REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:  CERTIFICATE REINSTATED
ABOLLHASAN YAMIN MD, DIRECTOR  
PEDIATRIC AND NEONATAL CLINICS PC  
8503 CAMPBELLTON STREET  
DOUGLASVILLE, GA  30134  
CLIA ID# 11D0890261

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 09, 2009  
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING  
FAILURE TO SUBMIT ACCEPTABLE PLAN OF CORRECTION  
STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING

MICHAEL OGDEN MD, DIRECTOR  
CHILDREN'S HEALTHCARE OF WEST GEORGIA  
204 ALLEN MEMORIAL DRIVE  
SUITE 203  
BREMEN, GA  30110  
CLIA ID# 11D0973621

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID  
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 18, 2009  
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING  
STATUS: SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED  
MEDICARE CANCELLATION RESCINDED  
COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

THOMAS HO MD, DIRECTOR  
RINGGOLD PEDIATRIC CLINIC PC  
7494 BATTLEFIELD PARKWAY  
RINGGOLD, GA  30736  
CLIA ID# 11D0988967

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID  
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 20, 2009  
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING  
STATUS: CERTIFICATE REINSTATED
RUTH SARMIENTO, DIRECTOR
PREMIER HEMATOLOGY AND CANCER CARE PC
7823 SPIVEY STATION BOULEVARD SUITE 300
JONESBORO, GA  30236
CLIA ID# 11D1011807

SANCTION:  CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
            DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 08, 2009

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
          IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY FAILURE TO SUBMIT
          ACCEPTABLE PLAN OF CORRECTION

STATUS:  COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

STEVEN BERMAN, DIRECTOR
HONOLULU BIOLOGICAL LAB
1380 LUSITANA STREET #810
HONOLULU, HI  96813
CLIA ID# 12D0620352

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
            SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: JUNE 25, 2009

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
          UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STEVEN CLINGER MD, DIRECTOR
SHELLEY FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
210 S EMERSON
SHELLEY, ID  83274
CLIA ID# 13D0705400

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
            SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 21, 2009

REASON:  UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS:  COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
SHERRY JACKSON, DIRECTOR
U S DIAGNOSTICS LAB INC
7337 N WESTERN AVE
CHICAGO, IL  60645
CLIA ID# 14D1068598

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 29, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
CANCELLATION OF MEDICARE APPROVAL SUSPENSION

RICHARD SENN MD, DIRECTOR
RICHARD T SENN MD INC
113 W SOUTHWAY BLVD PO BOX 6087
KOKOMO, IN  46902
CLIA ID# 15D0358602

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 16, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

KAREN SMALL MD, DIRECTOR
KAREN M SMALL MD
218 COLUMBIA AVE
GLASGOW, KY  42142
CLIA ID# 18D0325946

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 07, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
CERTIFICATE REINSTATED
Marilyn McMillen MD, Director
Combined Physicians Lab
469 West Pleasant Street
Cynthiana, KY 41031
CLIA ID# 18D0648560

Sanction: Suspension part of Medicare/Medicaid
Effective Date: April 20, 2009
Reason: Unsuccessful proficiency testing
Medicare cancellation/suspension
Status: Lab voluntarily ceased testing

Dr. Catherine Soldo, Director
Trigg County Hospital
254 Main Street
Cadiz, KY 42211
CLIA ID# 18D0691052

Sanction: Directed plan of correction
Suspension part of Medicare/Medicaid
Effective Date: September 13, 2009
Reason: Unsuccessful proficiency testing

David Britt MD, Director
Medical Center Internists PSC
Attention Lisa Cutts
225 Abraham Flexner Way Suite 304
Louisville, KY 40202
CLIA ID# 18D0698845

Sanction: Directed plan of correction
Suspension part of Medicare/Medicaid
Effective Date: August 02, 2009
Reason: Unsuccessful proficiency testing
Failure to correct deficiencies
Status: Lab voluntarily ceased testing
MANOJ MAJMUDAR, MD, DIRECTOR
WESTERN KENTUCKY PULMONARY CLINIC
1724 KENTON STREET SUITE 1B
HOPKINSVILLE, KY  42240
CLIA ID# 18D0983150

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 07, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
CERTIFICATE REINSTATED

CARLTON FALLER MD, DIRECTOR
SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
KENTWOOD MEDICAL CLINIC
721 AVENUE G
KENTWOOD, LA  70444
CLIA ID# 19D0460337

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 13, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

CHRISTOPHER GARDINER MT, DIRECTOR
ACADIA LABORATORY LLC
715 N EASTERN AVENUE
CROWLEY, LA  70526
CLIA ID# 19D0461162

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 03, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
BRYAN KARRIKER, MD, DIRECTOR  
CHILDRENS CLINIC-SW LA  
2903 FIRST AVENUE  
LAKE CHARLES, LA  70601  
CLIA ID# 19D0461759

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 16, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

JAKE HOLLEN MD, DIRECTOR  
SOUTH CAMERON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL  
5360 WEST CREOLE HIGHWAY  
CAMERON, LA  70631  
CLIA ID# 19D0461919

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 13, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

BRYAN KARRIKER, MD, DIRECTOR  
CHILDRENS CLINIC-SW LA  
536 CYPRESS STREET  
SULPHUR, LA  70663  
CLIA ID# 19D0462011

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
ALBERT RICHERT, DIRECTOR
PED CTR OF SW LA-THE SULPHUR PEDS CLNC
600 CYPRESS STREET
SULPHUR, LA  70663
CLIA ID# 19D0462025

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 11, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

RONALD PADGETT MD, DIRECTOR
POINTE COUPEE GENERAL HOSPITAL LAB
2202 FALSE RIVER DRIVE
NEW ROADS, LA  70760
CLIA ID# 19D0462236

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 25, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

F STROMEYER, DIRECTOR
OUR LADY OF THE LAKE LABORATORY AT PEDIATRIC MEDICAL CENTER
9191 BLUEBONNETT BOULEVARD
BATON ROUGE, LA  70810
CLIA ID# 19D0462635

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 12, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
DR BRAD GASPARD, DIRECTOR
BATON ROUGE FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
8595 PICARDY AVE STE #100
BATON ROUGE, LA  70809
CLIA ID# 19D0462758

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 13, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ABDALLA ELIAS MD, DIRECTOR
LASALLE GENERAL HOSPITAL
187 9TH STREET
JENA, LA  71342
CLIA ID# 19D0464876

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 09, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

DALE MORVANT, DIRECTOR
ST TAMMANY PARISH HOSPITAL LAB
1202 SOUTH TYLER STREET
COVINGTON, LA  70433
CLIA ID# 19D0663180

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 15, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
BRYAN KARRIKER, MD, DIRECTOR
CHILDRENS CLINIC OF SW LA MOSS BLUFF
340 NORTH HIGHWAY 171
LAKE CHARLES, LA  70601
CLIA ID# 19D0684056

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 16, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

TOMMY SMITH MD, DIRECTOR
HEALTHSOUTH SPECIALTY HOSPITAL OF NORTH LOUISIANA
HEALTHSOUTH SPECIALTY HOSPITAL OF NORTH LA LLC
1401 EZELL STREET
RUSTON, LA  71270
CLIA ID# 19D0701127

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 06, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

RONALD PADGETT, DIRECTOR
OPELOUSAS GENERAL HOSPITAL LAB
539 EAST PRUDHOMME LANE
OPELOUSAS, LA  70570
CLIA ID# 19D0704564

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 25, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
CHRISTOPHER LUSEY, MD, DIRECTOR
RENAL ASSOCIATES
4950 ESSEN LANE STE 400
BATON ROUGE, LA  70809
CLIA ID# 19D0719604

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 11, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

WILLARD WASHBURNE MD, DIRECTOR
HIGHLAND CLINIC APMC
1455 EAST BERT KOUNS INDUSTRIAL LOOP
SHREVEPORT, LA  71105
CLIA ID# 19D0916812

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 31, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

BRYAN KARRIKER, MD, DIRECTOR
CHILDRENS CLINIC SOUTH LAKE CHARLES
4150 NELSON ROAD BUILDING E SUITE 5
LAKE CHARLES, LA  70605
CLIA ID# 19D0938343

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 16, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
WYCHE COLEMAN, DIRECTOR
WYCHE T COLEMAN MD APMC
1633 MARVEL STREET
COUSHATTA, LA  71019
CLIA ID# 19D0946314

SANCTION:    DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 18, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:      LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING

CAROL PATIN MD, DIRECTOR
CAROL M PATIN, MD
8595 PICARDY AVENUE SUITE 220
BATON ROUGE, LA  70809
CLIA ID# 19D0957068

SANCTION:    SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 11, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:      LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
             CHANGED TO CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER

BEAU BROUILLETTE, DIRECTOR
MARKSVILLE FAMILY CARE CENTER
5541 HIGHWAY 1
MARKSVILLE, LA  71351
CLIA ID# 19D0984650

SANCTION:    DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 18, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:      COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
JENNETTE BERGSTEDT, MD, DIRECTOR
JENNETTE BERGSTEDT, MD, LLC
4150 NELSON ROAD, BUILDING E, SUITE 1
LAKE CHARLES, LA  70605
CLIA ID# 19D0991952

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  FEBRUARY 11, 2009
REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:  LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING CHANGED TO CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER

DEBORAH LASTRAPES MD, DIRECTOR
ACADIAN MEDICAL CENTER
PHC-EUNICE, INC
3501 HIGHWAY 190 E
EUNICE, LA  70535
CLIA ID# 19D1018705

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 09, 2009
REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:  COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

M LISS CROSIER, MD, DIRECTOR
HEART HOSPITAL OF LAFAYETTE LABORATORY DEPARTMENT
HEART HOSPITAL OF ACADIANA
1105 KALISTE SALOOM ROAD
LAFAYETTE, LA  70508
CLIA ID# 19D1020001

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  FEBRUARY 10, 2009
REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:  COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
PAMELA BORNE, DIRECTOR
LAB SITE INC
86 NORTON AVENUE, SUITE 3
ARABI, LA  70032
CLIA ID# 19D1020985

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 06, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

CYNTHIA BIMLE, DIRECTOR
CYNTHIA P BIMLE MD
107 CONTEMPO SUITE A
WEST MONROE, LA  71291
CLIA ID# 19D1056307

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 11, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

NINA KASHTELYAN, DIRECTOR
NINA KASHTELYAN MD
4000 OLD COURT ROAD STE 205
BALTIMORE, MD  21208
CLIA ID# 21D1049419

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 20, 2009
REASON:     UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS:     COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
MOHAMED SALKINI, DIRECTOR
IMMUNE & DIAGNOSTIC LAB
31700 W 12 MILE ROAD SUITE 220
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI  48334
CLIA ID# 23D0898446

SANCTION:     DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 30, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

STANLEY LEVY MD, DIRECTOR
ASSOCIATED INTERNISTS, PC
26206 W TWELVE MILE ROAD SUITE 300
SOUTHFIELD, MI  48034
CLIA ID# 23D0983891

SANCTION:     DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 15, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:       HEARING DECISION SUSTAINED CMS SANCT DETERM

3/20/09 PROPSAL LTR SENT, 4/15/09 REMOVAL OF IJ CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE REMAIN IMPOSE SANCTIONS. 4/30/09 RESPOND TO SUBMISSION OF AOC NOT CREDIBLE SANTION. 12/21/09 REVOCATION LT

RICHARD WEATHERBY MD, DIRECTOR
PARK NICOLLET METHODIST HOSPITAL
14000 FAIRVIEW DR
BURNNSVILLE, MN  55337
CLIA ID# 24D0400309

SANCTION:     DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 13, 2009
REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:       COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
ROSS SIMPSON MD, DIRECTOR
PARK NICOLLET METHODIST HOSPITAL
300 LAKE DRIVE E, 2ND FLOOR LAB
CHANHASSEN, MN  55317
CLIA ID# 24D0400451

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

DWIGHT GROTTE MD, DIRECTOR
PARK NICOLLET METHODIST HOSPITAL
3850 PARK NICOLLET BLVD
SAINT LOUIS PARK, MN  55416
CLIA ID# 24D0402021

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 03, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

THOMAS MOYER, DIRECTOR
WABASHA CLINIC LAKE CITY MEDICAL CENTER
1202 FIFTH GRANT BOULEVARD WEST
WABASHA, MN  55981
CLIA ID# 24D0404609

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 24, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
TIMOTHY MYERS MD, DIRECTOR
PARK NICOLLET METHODIST HOSPITAL-BROOKDALE CLINIC
6000 EARLE BROWN DRIVE
BROOKLYN CENTER, MN  55430
CLIA ID# 24D0666569

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 11, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

PAUL WEATHERBY MD, DIRECTOR
PARK NICOLLET METHODIST HOSPITAL
CARLSON CLINIC
15111 TWELVE OAKS CENTER DR
MINNETONKA, MN  55305
CLIA ID# 24D0699303

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 28, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

TIM MYERS MD, DIRECTOR
PARK NICOLLET METHODIST HOSPITAL
15800 95TH AVENUE NORTH
MAPLE GROVE, MN  55369
CLIA ID# 24D0960663

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 08, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
MEDHA GAVAI MD, DIRECTOR
UNIVERSITY PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES PA
317 CLEVELAND AVENUE
HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 08904
CLIA ID# 31D0674514

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 12, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

JOANN HABBERMANN MD, DIRECTOR
UROLOGIC HEALTH CENTER OF NJ, PC
67 ROUTE 37 WEST RIVERWOOD 2 SUITE 1
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08755
CLIA ID# 31D0861767

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 23, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

KIRIT MD PANDYA, DIRECTOR
KIRIT M PANDYA MD
101 PROSPECT STREET SUITE 101
LAKEWOOD, NJ 08701
CLIA ID# 31D0877855

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 12, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
BASIL BRUNO MD, DIRECTOR
SUMMIT PEDIATRICS PA
55 SUMMIT AVENUE
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
CLIA ID# 31D0895186

SANCTION: STATE ONSITE MONITORING
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 27, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

HARLAN KELLEY, MD, DIRECTOR
CROWNPOINT HEALTHCARE FACILITY
ATTN LABORATORY
HIGHWAY 371 & NAVAJO 9
PO BOX 358
CROWNPOINT, NM 87313
CLIA ID# 32D0536088

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 16, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

LEE CARUANA MD, DIRECTOR
COLFAX GENERAL HOSPITAL LAB
615 PROSPECT AVE
SPRINGER, NM 87747
CLIA ID# 32D0536885

SANCTION: SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 14, 2009
REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 17, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

WAYNE CHARLAND MD, DIRECTOR
REHOBOTH MCKINLEY CHRISTN/CLINICAL LAB
1901 RED ROCK DRIVE
GALLUP, NM  87301
CLIA ID# 32D0653230

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 17, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

BRUCE CROSS MD, DIRECTOR
WOMEN'S MEDICAL CENTER
2000 W 21ST STREET SUITE A1
CLOVIS, NM  88101
CLIA ID# 32D0863953

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 05, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
VERNON PILON MD, DIRECTOR  
PRIME CARE MEDICAL GROUP  
DBA PRIME CARE PHYSICIANS PLLC  
400 PATROON CREEK  
ALBANY, NY  12206  
CLIA ID# 33D0162088

SANCTION:    DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  
             SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID  

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 24, 2009  

REASON:       UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

GLADYS IBEZIM, DIRECTOR  
GLADZIM MEDICAL LAB, PC  
108 SOUTH MUNN AVENUE  
EAST ORANGE, NJ  07018  
CLIA ID# 33D1034578

SANCTION:    CIVIL MONEY PENALTY  
             DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 20, 2009  

REASON:       CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH  
             IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY 2 YEAR PROHIBIT FROM OWN,  
             OPERATE, OR DIRECT

ELIZABETH BLAIR MD, DIRECTOR  
PARK PLACE PEDIATRICS  
2070-B W ARLINGTON BLVD  
GREENVILLE, NC  27834  
CLIA ID# 34D1009415

SANCTION:    DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 10, 2009  

REASON:       UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING  
             FAILURE TO SUBMIT ACCEPTABLE  
             PLAN OF CORRECTION  

STATUS:      LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
PAULA NEWSOME, DIRECTOR
ADVANTAGE VISION CENTER OD PA
1016 S CHURCH ST
CHARLOTTE, NC 28203
CLIA ID# 34D1034755

SANCTION: CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 28, 2009

REASON: CANCELLATION OF MEDICARE APPROVAL SUSPENSION
CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY FAILURE TO SUBMIT ACCEPTABLE PLAN OF CORRECTION

STATUS: APPEAL FILED BY LAB

JAMES PRIEST, MD, DIRECTOR
PAWHUSKA HOSPITAL INC
1101 EAST 15TH STREET
PAWHUSKA, OK 74056
CLIA ID# 37D0473327

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 23, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ALFRED LAST, MD, DIRECTOR
ALFRED LAST, MD
3435 NW 56TH, SUITE 1000
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
CLIA ID# 37D0656577

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 17, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
KENNETH DUFFY, DIRECTOR
SEILING MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL AUTHORITY
US HIGHWAYS 60 & 270
SEILING, OK  73663
CLIA ID# 37D0656628

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 18, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

MARK NEWEY, DO, DIRECTOR
MARK W NEWEY, DO, INC
12 NORTH FOURTH STREET
HEALDTON, OK  73438
CLIA ID# 37D0663063

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 09, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

BIENVENIDO DELAPAZ MD, DIRECTOR
WHITE EAGLE HEALTH CENTER
200 WHITE EAGLE DRIVE
PONCA CITY, OK  74601
CLIA ID# 37D0665041

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 03, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
JOEL SHILLING MD, DIRECTOR
QUEST DIAGNOSTICS-PORTLAND
6600 SW HAMPTON STREET
PORTLAND, OR  97223
CLIA ID#  38D0672592

SANCTION:       CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 30, 2009

REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

MARY JO DREW MD, DIRECTOR
AMERICAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL LAB
3131 N VANCOUVER AVE
PORTLAND, OR  97227
CLIA ID#  38D0875080

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 31, 2009

REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

J BRUIN RUGGE MD, DIRECTOR
OHSU FAMILY MEDICINE AT SCAPPOOSE
51377 OLD PORTLAND ROAD
SCAPPOOSE, OR  97056
CLIA ID#  38D0889842

SANCTION:       STATE ONSITE MONITORING
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 16, 2009

REASON:          IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING REFERRAL
BEVERLY VAZQUEZ RODRIGUEZ, DIRECTOR
LABORATORIO CLINICO DEL CARIBE
617 CALLE FERROCARRIL SUITE 101
PONCE, PR 00717
CLIA ID# 40D0658175

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 07, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

BLANCA CORDERO, DIRECTOR
LAB CLINICO MEDI-SERV INC
PO BOX 1132
BAJADERO, PR 00616
CLIA ID# 40D0667258

SANCTION: CIVIL MONEY PENALTY

EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 31, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY IMPROPER PROFICIENCY
TESTING REFERRAL ACTIVITIES

ROBERTO ALGARIN, DIRECTOR
CENTRO DE SALUD FAMILIAR
AVE LAS NEREIDAS 126
CATANO, PR 00963
CLIA ID# 40D0978435

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 05, 2009

REASON: UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING

STATUS: SUSPENSION AND LIMITATION LIFTED
BERYL BACHUS KEITH M D, DIRECTOR
BLACK RIVER HEALTHCARE INC MANNING
12 WEST SOUTH STREET
MANNING, SC  29102
CLIA ID# 42D0878202

SANCTION: Directed Plan of Correction
Suspension Part of Medicare/Medicaid

EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 29, 2009

REASON: Medicare Cancellation/Suspension
Unsuccessful Proficiency Testing

STATUS: Lab Voluntarily Ceased Testing
Certificate Reinstated

ALICIA MURPHY, MD, DIRECTOR
NACOGDOCHES MEMORIAL HOSPITAL/LAB
1204 N MOUND STREET
NACOGDOCHES, TX  75961
CLIA ID# 45D0052220

SANCTION: Directed Plan of Correction

EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 31, 2009

REASON: Condition Level Noncompliance

STATUS: Compliance Achieved

CURTIS BOYD, DIRECTOR
SOUTHWESTERN WOMEN'S SURGERY CENTER, LP
8616 GREENVILLE AVE, SUITE 100
DALLAS, TX  75243
CLIA ID# 45D0478897

SANCTION: Suspension Part of Medicare/Medicaid

EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 19, 2009

REASON: Condition Level Noncompliance
Unsuccessful Proficiency Testing

STATUS: Suspension and Limitation Lifted
Compliance Achieved
JULIAN CARTER MD, DIRECTOR
DRS CARTER, HAYS & MARTIN
1311 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
DALLAS, TX  75204
CLIA ID# 45D0478959

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 25, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

JOHN SESSIONS DO, DIRECTOR
JASPER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
1609 SO MARGARET
KIRBYVILLE, TX  75956
CLIA ID# 45D0484065

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 31, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ROGER PHAM MD, DIRECTOR
ARLINGTON MINOR EMERGENCY CLINIC
912 EAST PARK ROW
ARLINGTON, TX  76010
CLIA ID# 45D0484289

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 11, 2009

REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
GARY GELDMEIER MD, DIRECTOR  
GOODALL-WITCHER HOSPITAL  
101 SOUTH AVENUE T  
PO BOX 549  
CLIFTON, TX  76634  
CLIA ID# 45D0488344  

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  
SUSPENSION PART OF MEDICARE/MEDICAID  

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 05, 2009  

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY UNSUCCESSFUL PROFICIENCY TESTING  

EDWIN MORRISON, DIRECTOR  
LAKE WHITNEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL/LAB  
200 NO SAN JACINTO PO BOX 458  
WHITNEY, TX  76692  
CLIA ID# 45D0488454  

SANCTION:  CIVIL MONEY PENALTY  
DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 25, 2009  

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY  

STATUS:  COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED  

STANLEY ZIMMERMAN MD, DIRECTOR  
ZIMMERMAN MEDICAL CLINIC LABORATORY  
7707 FANNIN ST SUITE 255  
HOUSTON, TX  77054  
CLIA ID# 45D0492065  

SANCTION:  DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION  

EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 28, 2009  

REASON:  CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY  

STATUS:  COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
MARILYN NUTT, DIRECTOR
THROCKMORTON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
802 NORTH MINTER AVENUE BOX 729
THROCKMORTON, TX 76483
CLIA ID# 45D0659838

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 23, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

SIMMEON JUCHAU, PHD, DIRECTOR
BUREAU OF LAB SVC HOUSTON DEPT OF HLTH & HUMAN SVCS
1115 SOUTH BRAESWOOD
HOUSTON, TX 77030
CLIA ID# 45D0660081

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 17, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

DEAN SKELLEY PHD, DIRECTOR
CENTER FOR DISEASE DETECTION LLC
3370 NACOGDOCHES ROAD SUITE 100
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78217
CLIA ID# 45D0660475

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 29, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
JIM WHITE MT ASCP, DIRECTOR
HASKELL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
1 NORTH AVENUE N
HASKELL, TX 79521
CLIA ID# 45D0660752

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 23, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ROBERT LOW, DIRECTOR
NORTH BAY HOSPITAL
1711 WEST WHEELER AVENUE
ARANSAS PASS, TX 78336
CLIA ID# 45D0662921

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 30, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

AUDREY WANGER, PHD, ABMM, DIRECTOR
HARRIS COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES LABORATORY
3330 OLD SPANISH TRAIL, BUILDING D, ROOM 103
HOUSTON, TX 77021
CLIA ID# 45D0671536

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 08, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
BRENT HARRIS, DIRECTOR
EAST TEXAS MEDICAL CENTER PITTSBURG HOSPITAL LAB
2701 HWY 271 NORTH
PITTSBURG, TX  75686
CLIA ID# 45D0675381

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 18, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

TOMMY BROWN, DO, DIRECTOR
SML INC DBA SOLIS MEDICAL LABORATORY
7505 FANNIN SUITE # 170
HOUSTON, TX  77054
CLIA ID# 45D0706889

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 21, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

KINGSLEY ASUMUGHA, DIRECTOR
A'FINA WOMENS CENTER-DR ASUMUGHA
11003 RESOURCE PARKWAY, SUITE 104
HOUSTON, TX  77089
CLIA ID# 45D0890153

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 26, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 14, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
         CHANGED TO CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 29, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
         CHANGED TO CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 08, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
KEVIN HOMER, DIRECTOR
PROLAB
DBA PROLAB
2718-20 SOUTHEAST LOOP 820
FORT WORTH, TX  76140
CLIA ID# 45D0942000

SANCTION:    DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 13, 2009
REASON:     CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:     COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

DONALD BLAIR MD, DIRECTOR
DONALD L BLAIR II MD PA
221 WEST COLORADO BOULEVARD
PAVILLION II SUITE 431
DALLAS, TX  75208
CLIA ID# 45D0972840

SANCTION:    DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 14, 2009
REASON:     CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:     COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

EUGENIO GALINDO, DIRECTOR
MCALLEN ONCOLOGY
2717 MICHAEL ANGELO DRIVE
EDINBURG, TX  78539
CLIA ID# 45D0976070

SANCTION:    DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 12, 2009
REASON:     CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:     COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
PEDRO YEN, DIRECTOR
VITAL FAMILY PRACTICE CENTER
1900 OATES DRIVE SUITE 138
MESQUITE, TX  75150
CLIA ID# 45D0976535

SANCTION:         DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:    MAY 20, 2009
REASON:           CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:           COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ANDREW SHIMER MD, DIRECTOR
ANDREW SHIMER MD
7900 HENNEMAN WAY, SUITE 100
MCKINNEY, TX  75070
CLIA ID# 45D0976742

SANCTION:         DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:    MAY 21, 2009
REASON:           CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:           COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ALBERTO GONZALES, DIRECTOR
PHYSICIANS LABORATORY SERVICES
707 SAVANNAH
MCALEN, TX  78503
CLIA ID# 45D1000696

SANCTION:         DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:    APRIL 22, 2009
REASON:           CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:           COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
CAROL NORTON, DIRECTOR
WOMENS HEALTH ASSOCIATES
399 WEST CAMPBELL
MEDICAL PLAZA II SUITE 410
RICHARDSON, TX  75080
CLIA ID# 45D1001073

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 24, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING CHANGED TO A PPM CERTIFICATE

JOEL ADAMS, MD, DIRECTOR
PERMIAN PULMONARY, PA
500 NORTH WASHINGTON, SUITE 100
ODESSA, TX  79761
CLIA ID# 45D1005326

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 29, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

JESUS GOMEZ, DIRECTOR
CENTER FOR INTEGRATIVE CANCER MEDICINE
4532 N MESA ST
EL PASO, TX  79912
CLIA ID# 45D1006762

SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 29, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
CHARLES HUDSON, III, DO, DIRECTOR
PEARLAND FAMILY & INDUSTRIAL CLINIC
2211 E BROADWAY
PEARLAND, TX  77581
CLIA ID# 45D1007842

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 29, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
                CHANGED TO CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER

MARIETTA CLINE, DIRECTOR
CLINE PEDIATRICS
3828 HUGHES CT STE 204
DICKINSON, TX  77539
CLIA ID# 45D1014974

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 19, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:         LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING
                CHANGED TO CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER

RITA FE TIBBS, DIRECTOR
HOUSTON METRO UROLOGY
4223 RICHMOND AVE
HOUSTON, TX  77027
CLIA ID# 45D1025341

SANCTION:       DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 16, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
                IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
SIMON STUDENY MD, DIRECTOR
TOP CARE MEDICAL II
D/B/A CLINICA MI DOCTOR
3247 DAWES DR
DALLAS, TX  75211
CLIA ID# 45D1028552
SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 03, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

DONALD BLAIR, MD, DIRECTOR
TRINITY WOMEN'S CENTER
3450 W WHEATLAND RD POB II SUITE 235
DALLAS, TX  75237
CLIA ID# 45D1032943
SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 14, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY

LETRIESE WINKFIELD, DIRECTOR
MCALLEN DOCTORS CENTER
LETRIESE D WINKFIELD MD PA
1801 SOUTH 5TH STREET SUITE 208
MCALLEN, TX  78503
CLIA ID# 45D1038709
SANCTION: DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 20, 2009
REASON: CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS: COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
KARIN ANDERSON, DIRECTOR
CITYDOC UPTOWN URGENT CARE
2909 MCKINNEY AVENUE
DALLAS, TX  75204
CLIA ID# 45D1052219

SANCTION:      DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JANUARY 05, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         LAB VOLUNTARILY CEASED TESTING CHANGED TO CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER

REBECCA GOMEZ, DIRECTOR
NORTH TEXAS EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, PA
DBA RAPID MED
2940 FM 407, SUITE 302
HIGHLAND VILLAGE, TX  75077
CLIA ID# 45D1058856

SANCTION:      DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  APRIL 10, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ERNESTO NUNEZ, MD, DIRECTOR
PEDIATRIC CLINIC OF MESQUITE
3230 IH 30, SUITE 100
MESQUITE, TX  75150
CLIA ID# 45D1060381

SANCTION:      DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 18, 2009
REASON:         CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:         COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
JEROME WILKENFELD, DIRECTOR
NORTH CYPRESS MEDICAL CENTER EMERGENCY ROOM
WILLOWBROOK CAMPUS
22475 Tomball Parkway
Houston, TX  77070
CLIA ID# 45D1067294

SANCTION:        DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 22, 2009
REASON:          CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:          COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

AHMER YOUNAS, DIRECTOR
SYNERGY HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY ASSOCIATES
7501 Lakeview Parkway (SH 66), Suite 120
Rowlett, TX  75088
CLIA ID# 45D1069529

SANCTION:        DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 02, 2009
REASON:          CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH IMMEDIATE JEOPARDY
STATUS:          COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

ESSAM MALATY, DIRECTOR
GULFCOAST ONCOLOGY
3640 Catalina Court
Port Arthur, TX  77642
CLIA ID# 45D1069700

SANCTION:        DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  APRIL 03, 2009
REASON:          CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE
STATUS:          COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED
GREGORY LORKOWSKI, DIRECTOR
LORKOWSKI EYE CENTER
3514 EAST BERRY STREET
FORT WORTH, TX  76105
CLIA ID# 45D1070032

SANCTION:     DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 06, 2009

REASON:        CONDITION LEVEL NONCOMPLIANCE

STATUS:        COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED

SHERRIE PERKINS MD, DIRECTOR
ARUP LABORATORIES, INC
500 CHIPETA WAY
SALT LAKE CITY, UT  84108
CLIA ID# 46D0523979

SANCTION:     CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
               DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 16, 2009

REASON:        IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING
               REFERRAL ACTIVITIES

BRIAN TUDOR, DIRECTOR
CENTRAL UTAH CLINIC AF MAIN LAB
1175 E 50 S STE 151
AMERICAN FORK, UT  84003
CLIA ID# 46D1062345

SANCTION:     CIVIL MONEY PENALTY
               DIRECTED PLAN OF CORRECTION

EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 06, 2009

REASON:        IMPROPER PROFICIENCY TESTING
               REFERRAL ACTIVITIES
5. LABORATORIES WHOSE ACCREDITATION HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN OR REVOKED AND THE REASON FOR THE WITHDRAWAL OR REVOCATION. (INCLUDES ALL OTHER ADVERSE ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE ACCREDITATION ORGANIZATIONS)

ARC ALABAMA & CENTRAL GULF COAST REGION
1130 22ND SOUTH STE 1000
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202
CLIA ID# 01D0641496 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC ARIZON REGION
222 SOUTH CHERRY AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
CLIA ID# 03D0665642 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC GREATER OZARK ARKANSAS REGION
401 SOUTH MONROE STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72205
CLIA ID# 04D0642251 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS
CONSOLIDATED MEDICAL BIOANALYSIS INC
MAIN LABORATORY
11215 KOTT AVE
CYPRESS, CA  90630
CLIA ID# 05D0553364  CAP

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 18, 2009
REASON:  LABORATORY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS NOT MET

FIRSTCARE WALK-IN GROUP
22840 SOLEDAD CANYON RD
SAUGUS, CA  91350
CLIA ID# 05D0558885  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JUNE 22, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

ROBERT L GRAY, MD
227 W. JANSS RD SUITE 360
THOUSAND OAKS, CA  91350
CLIA ID# 05D0559417  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  OCTOBER 233, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST FOR COLA

HUNTINGTON BEACH HOSPITAL
MAIN LABORATORY
17772 BEACH BLVD
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA  92647-6819
CLIA ID# 05D0577492  CAP

SANCTION:  PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 12, 2009
REASON:  QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTION; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENT IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
ANAHEIM GENERAL HOSPITAL
3350 W BALL ROAD
ANAHEIM, CA  92804
CLIA ID# 05D0582538  AOA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 14, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO MEET AOA-HFAP STANDARDS

ARC NORTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION
6230 CLAREMONT AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA   94618
CLIA ID# 05D0602843  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

EL CAMINO HOSPITAL PATHOLOGY
AND CLINICAL LABORATORY
2500 GRANT RD
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA   94040-4378
CLIA ID# 05D0643619  CAP

SANCTION:  PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  DECEMBER 22, 2009
REASON:  QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
ROBERT BRUNST, MD INC
477 N EL CAMINO REAL STE A200
ENCINITAS, CA  92024
CLIA ID# 05D0704690  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 11, 2009
REASON:  SUBMITING PROFICIENCY TEST SAMPLE TO ANOTHER LABORATORY

ARC SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION
100 RED CROSS DRIVE
POMONA, CA   91768
CLIA ID# 05D0885254  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WIT STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

PROMISE HOSPITAL EAST
LOS ANGELES-SUBURBAN MEDICAL CENTER
CARDIOPULMONARY LABORATORY
16453 COLORADO AVE
PARAMOUNT, CA   90723-5011
CLIA ID# 05D0885374  CAP

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JUNE 16, 2009
REASON:  LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS

PHYSICIANS IMMUNODIAGNOSTIC LAB INC
512 S VERDUGO DRIVE
BURBANK, CA   91502-2344
CLIA ID# 05D0887857  CAP

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  SEPTEMBER 29, 2009
REASON:  LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS
PEDIATRIC ACUTE CARE MEDICAL ASSTS INC
5353 BALBOA BLVD STE 201
ENCINO, CA  91316
CLIA ID# 05D1033832  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JUNE 22, 2009
REASON:  NO RESPONSE TO CORRESPONDENCE

KELL UROGYNECOLOGY
4500 E 9TH AVE-STE 420
DENVER, CO  80220
CLIA ID# 06D1055094  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

MINIMALLY INVASIVE GYNECOLOGIC CENTER OF DENVER
1721 E 19 TH AVENUE SUITE 454
DENVER, CO  80218
CLIA ID# 06D1055096  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

COLUMBINE WOMEN’S CARE AT SWEDISH
6179 SOUTH BALSAM, SUITE 200
LITTLETON, CO  80123
CLIA ID# 06D1084794  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA
ARC CONNECTICUT REGION
209 FRAMINGTON AVENUE
FARMINGTON, CT 06032
CLIA ID# 07D0644504 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

THE KIDS’ HEALTH TEAM LABORATORY
6228 NW 43ST
GAINESVILLE, FL 32653
CLIA ID# 10D0272061 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

HOLMES REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CLINICAL LABORATORY
1350 HICKORY STREET
MELBOURNE, FL 32901-3278
CLIA ID# 10D0275734 CAP

SANCTION: PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: FEBRUARY 24, 2009
REASON: QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FAIL TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
ARC SOUTHERN REGION GEORGIA DIVISION
9851 COMMERCE WAY
DOUGHASVILLE, GA  30135
CLIA ID#  11D0699333  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY OT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS
ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

SOUTHEASTERN PATH ASSO
OF SAVANNAH LABORATORY
1000 BUSINESS CENTER DR STE 130
SAVANNAH, GA  31405-7453
CLIA ID#  11D1010210  CAP

SANCTION:  PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  OCTOBER 27, 2009
REASON:  QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS
SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSAIN
CORRECTION; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT
IMPLEMENTATION & PERVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE
OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY

WILCOX MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
3-3420 KUHIO HIGHWAY
LIHUE, HI  96766-1099
CLIA ID#  12D0948401  TJC

SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE
EFFECTIVE DATE:  SEPTEMBER 16, 2009
REASON:  NONCOMPLIANCE DUE TO UNSUCCESSFUL PARTICIPATION IN
PROFICIENCY TESTING
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER
WEST CAMPUS
651 MEMORIAL DRIVE
POCATELLO, ID 83201-4071
CLIA ID# 13D0520322 CAP

SANCTION: PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: SEPTEMBER 22, 2009
REASON: QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FAIL TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY

UNITED DRUG TESTING LAB
1010 N ORCHARD ST STE 8
BOISE, ID 83706
CLIA ID# 13D1025723 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

STROGER HOSPITAL OF COOK COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY MAIN LAB
1901 W HARRISON ST
CHICAGO, IL 60612-3714
CLIA ID# 14D0424156 CAP

SANCTION: PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 10, 2009
REASON: QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
ARC HEART OF AMERICA REGION
405 W JOHN H GWYNN JR AVENUE
PERIA, IL   60605
CLIA ID# 14D0646810 **AABB**

SANCTION:    CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC INDIANA OHIO REGION
PO BOX 5025
FORT WAYNE, IN   46895
CLIA ID# 15D0647538 **AABB**

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
405 SIXTH ST
GRUNDY CENTER, IA  50638
CLIA ID# 16D1041417 **COLA**

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JUNE 22, 2009
REASON: NO RESPONSE TO CORRESPONDENCE

ARC CENTRAL PLAINS REGION
707 NORTH MAIN
WICHITA, KS   67203
CLIA ID# 17D0648317 **AABB**

SANCTION:   CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS
ALLEN COUNTY HOSPITAL LABORATORY
101 S 1ST STREET
LOLA, KS  66749-3503
CLIA ID# 17D0664063  CAP

SANCTION:  PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 12, 2009
REASON:  QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS
SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN
CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT
IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE
OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY

ARC RIVER VALLEY REGION
520 E CHESTNUT
LOUISVILLE, KY  40202
CLIA ID# 18D0665037  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC GREATER CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC REGION
4700 MOUNT HOPE DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD  21215
CLIA ID# 21D0649813  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS
RAVGEN INC
9241 RUMSEY RD
COLUMBIA, MD
CLIA ID# 21D0993293 **CAP**

SANCTION: PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 27, 2009
REASON: QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY

ARC NEW ENGLAND REGION
180 RUSTCRAFT RD, STE 115
DEDHAM, MA 02026
CLIA ID# 22D0073830 **AABB**

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

COOLEY DICKINSON HOSPITAL
MAIN LABORATORY
30 LOCUST ST
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060-2093
CLIA ID# 22D0649960 **CAP**

SANCTION: PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 8, 2009
REASON: QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
DR. LEVINE & KANAREK
MGH 15 PARKMAN ST SUITE 516
BOSTON, MA  02114
CLIA ID# 22D0706620 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JUNE 22, 2009
REASON: NO RESPONSE TO CORRESPONDENCE

ARC SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN REGION
100 MACK AVE, BOX 33351
DETROIT, MI   48232
CLIA ID# 23D0650719 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC GREAT LAKES REGION
1800 EAST GRAND RIVER AVE
LANSING, MI   48909
CLIA ID# 23D0650910 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ACCESS DIAGNOSTICS
5575 CONNER ST
DETROIT, MI   48213-6400
CLIA IN# 23D0899290 CAP

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 30, 2009
REASON: LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS
SANG H LEE MD
8100 E JEFFERSON SUITE 202A
DETROIT, MI  48214
CLIA ID# 23D0926757 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

SERAPHIM PALLAS, MD
1900 TELEGRAPH #201
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
CLIA ID# 23D1024189 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

ST ELIZABETH'S MEDICAL CENTER
1200 FIFTH GRANT BLVD. W
WABASHA, MN  55981
CLIA ID# 24D0404612 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 14, 2009
REASON: SUBMITTING PROFICIENCY TEST SAMPLE TO ANOTHER LABORATORY

ARC NORTH CENTRAL REGION
100 S ROBERT ST
ST. PAUL, MN  55107
CLIA ID# 24D0651229 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OD BLOOD PRODUCTS
MADISON REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER LABORATORY
1421 E PEACE ST,
CANTON, MS  39046
CLIA ID# 25D0029702  CAP

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MARCH 3, 2009
REASON:  LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS

ARC MISSOURI ILLINOIS REGION
4050 LINDELL BLVD
ST, LOUIS, MO  63108
CLIA ID# 26D0696099  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC MIDWEST REGION
3838 DEWEY AVENUE
OMAHA, NE  68105
CLIA ID# 28D0652588  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCT

HORIZON SPECIALTY HOSPITAL LABORATORY
640 DESERT LANE
LAS VEGAS, NV  89106
CLIA ID# 29D01105968  CAP

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  MARCH 2, 2009
REASON:  LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS
DAVID JOHNSON MD  
SIERRA NEVADA MEDICAL GROUP  
1624 LIBRARY LANE  
MINDEN, NV  89423  
CLIA ID# 29D0702745 COLA  
SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDIATION  
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009  
REASON: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

ST JOHN’S RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL  
MAIN CLINICAL LABORATORY  
967 N BROADWAY  
YONKERS, NY  10701-1301  
CLIA ID# 33D0140288 CAP  
SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION  
EFFECTIVE DATE: AUGUST 3, 2009  
REASON: LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS

JAMAICA HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER MAIN LABORATORY  
8900 VAN WYCK EXPY  
JAMAICA, NY  11418-2897  
CLIA ID# 33D0152608 CAP  
SANCTION: PROBATION  
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 3, 2009  
REASON: QUALITY SND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTION, CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
STATEN ISLAND PEDIATRIC
HEMATOLOGY/ONC ASSOC. LLC
314 SEAVIEW AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY
CLIA ID# 33D1054360 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: JUNE 22, 2009
REASON: NO RESPONSE TO CORRESPONDENCE

BRUCKER ONCOLOGY MD PC
227 EAST 19TH STREET, 6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
CLIA ID# 33D1084370 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REQUEST OF COLA

SWAIN COUNTY HOSPITAL LABORATORY
45 PLATEAU STREET
BRYSON CITY, NC 28713-6784
CLIA ID# 34D0019097 CAP

SANCTION: PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 24, 2009
REASON: QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTION; CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
FRYE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CLINICAL LABORATORY AND PATHOLOGY
420 N CENTER STREET
HICKORY, NC  28601-5049
CLIA ID# 34D0246672  CAP

SANCTION:  PROBATION

EFFECTIVE DATE:  FEBRUARY 10, 2009

REASON:  QUALITY & SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY

ARC CAROLINAS REGION
2425 PARK ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC  28209
CLIA ID# 34D0655317  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION

EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009

REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

FIRSTHEALTH RICHMOND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
925 LONG DRIVE
ROCKINGHAM, NC  28379
CLIA ID# 34D0655411  TJC

SANCTION:  LIMITATION OF CLIA CERTIFICATE

EFFECTIVE DATE:  MAY 20, 2009

REASON:  NONCOMPLIANCE DUE TO UNSUCCESSFUL PARTICIPATION IN PROFICIENCY TESTING
FF&FO DBA JOSIAH MEDICAL
6201 RAEOFORD RD
FAYETTEVILLE, NC  28304
CLIA ID# 34D1035471 COLA

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 23, 2009
REASON: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

MISSION HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT
PULMONARY REHAB LABORATORY
5 VANDERBUILT PARK DR
ASHEVILLE, NC   28803-1700
CLIA ID# 34D1091529 CAP

SANCTION: DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: DECEMBER 29, 2009
REASON: LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS

ARC CENTRAL OHIO REGION
995 EAST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH   43205
CLIA ID# 36D0328888 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC WESTERN LAKE ERIE REGION
1111 RESEARCH DRIVE
TOLEDO, OH   43614
CLIA ID# 36D0332455 AABB

SANCTION: CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON: FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS
ARC NORTHERN OHIO REGION
3747 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH  44115
CLIA ID# 36D0663226 AABB

SANCTION:    CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:   FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC SOUTHWEST REGION
10151 E. 11TH STREET
TULSA, OK  74128
CLIA ID# 37D0474123 AABB

SANCTION:    CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:   FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION
3131 N VANCOUVER AVE
TULSA, OK  74128
CLIA ID# 38D0875080 AABB

SANCTION:    CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:   FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC PENN JERSEY REGION
700 SPRING GARDEN STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA  19123
CLIA ID# 390194473 AABB

SANCTION:    CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:   FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS
ARC GREATER ALLEGHENIES REGION
250 JARI DRIVE
JOHNSTOWN, PA   15904
CLIA ID# 39D0657152  AABB

SANCTION:   CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:   FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC NOTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
29 NEW COMMERCE ROAD
ASHLEY, PA   18706
CLIA ID# 39D0657602  AABB

SANCTION:   CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:   FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

SMA MEDICAL LABORATORIES INC
940 PENN BLVD. UNIT E
FEASTERVILLE TREVOSE, PA   19053
CLIA ID# 39D0987158  CAP

SANCTION:   DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  DECEMBER 21, 2009
REASON:   LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS

HOSPITAL HERMANOS MELENDEA, INC
PO BOX 306
BAYAMON, PR  00960-0306
ARC PUERTO RICO REGION
PO BOX 366046
SAN JUAN, PR  00936
CLIA ID# 40D0663620  AABB

SANCTION:   CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:   FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS
ARC SOUTH CAROLINA REGION
PO BOX 3217
COLUMBIA, SC  29230
CLIA ID# 42D0666666   AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC TENNESSEE VALLEY REGION
2201 CHARLOTTE AVE
NASHVILLE, TN  37203
CLIA ID# 44D0668870   AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING OF BLOOD PRODUCTS

CARE PLUS MEDICAL CENTER
3201 UNIVERSITY DR. E SUITE 135
BRYAN, TX  77802
CLIA ID# 45D0498529   COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JUNE 22, 2009
REASON:  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REASONABLE REQUEST OF COLA

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
MAIN LABORATORY
111 DALLAS ST
SAN ANTONIO, TX  78205-1201
CLIA ID# 45D0499818   CAP

SANCTION:  PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JUNE 2, 2009
REASON:  QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENT IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
DARRELL S. PARSON, MD
2600 N HIGHWAY #118 STE 200
ALPINE, TX  79830
CLIA ID# 45D0974119  COLA

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JUNE 22, 2009
REASON:  NO RESPONSE TO CORRESPONDENCE

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH
301 UNIVERSITY BLVD
GALVESTON, TX  77555
CLIA ID# 45D1005079  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC LEWIS AND CLARK REGION
6616 S. 900 E
SALT LAKE CITY, UT  84121
CLIA IN# 46D0958422  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD
ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

PIEDMONT MEDICAL LABORATORY
333 W CORK ST UNIT 215
WINCHESTER, VA  22601-3871
CLIA ID# 49D0225215  CAP

SANCTION:  PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  AUGUST 26, 2009
REASON:  QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEFICIENCIES IS
SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN
CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FAILS SUPPORT
IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENT IN ONE OR
MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
ARC APPALACHIAN REGION
352 CHURCH AVE., SW
ROANOKE, VA   24016
CLIA ID# 49D0661276 AABB

SANCTION:       CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:         FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

ARC MID ATLANTIC REGION
611 W BRAMBLETON AVE
NORFOLK, VA
CLIA ID# 49D0665697 AABB

SANCTION:       CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009
REASON:         FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

KENNEWICK GENERAL HOSPITAL LABORATORY
900 S AUBURN ST.
KENNEWICK, WA   99336-5652
CLIA ID# 50D0639965 CAP

SANCTION:       PROBATION
EFFECTIVE DATE:  JANUARY 27, 2009
REASON:         QUALITY AND SEVERITY OF DEIFICENCIES IS SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO QUESTION ABILITY TO SUSTAIN CORRECTIONS; CORRECTIVE ACTION FAILS TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION & PREVENTION OF RECURRENCE IN ONE OR MORE AREAS OF THE LABORATORY
ARC BADGER HAWKEYE REGION  
4860 SHEBOYGAN AVE  
MADISON, WI  53705  
CLIA ID# 52D0661985  AABB

SANCTION:  CONDITIONAL ACCREDITATION

EFFECTIVE DATE:  NOVEMBER 1, 2009

REASON:  FACILITY NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD ISBT LABELING BLOOD PRODUCTS

DELPHIC LABORATORIES KENT LTD  
1030 HEELEY CLOSE  
KENT SCIENCE PARK  
SITTINGBOURNE ME9-8HL  
UNITED KINGDOM  
CLIA ID# 99D1060454  CAP

SANCTION:  DENIAL OF ACCREDITATION

EFFECTIVE DATE:  APRIL 16, 2009

REASON:  LABORATORY PERFORMANCE DOES NOT MEET STANDARDS

NONE
7. A LIST OF LABORATORIES AGAINST WHICH CMS HAS BROUGHT SUIT UNDER SECTION 493.1846 AND THE REASON FOR THOSE ACTIONS.

*** NO DATA FOUND ***
8. A LIST OF LABORATORIES THAT HAVE BEEN EXCLUDED FROM PARTICIPATION IN MEDICARE OR MEDICAID AND THE REASON FOR EXCLUSION.

NONE
9. CORRECTION OF ANY ERRONEOUS STATEMENTS OR INFORMATION THAT APPEARED IN THE 2008 REGISTRY

NORTH FLORIDA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER LABORATORY
6500 NEWBERRY ROAD
GAINESVILLE, FL 32605
CLIA ID# 10D0271864 CAP

SANCTION: CEASE TESTING TRIOIOOTHYRONINE
EFFECTIVE DATE: MARCH 25, 2008
REASON: REGULATED ANALYTE REPORTED CRITICAL

TERRE HAUTE MEDICAL LABORATORY INC
1606 N SEVENTH STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47804
CLIA ID# 15D0647842 CAP

SANCTION: CEASE TESTING DIGOXIN
EFFECTIVE DATE: JULY 29, 2008
REASON: REGULATED ANALYTE REPORTED CRITICAL

MEYERSDALE MEDICAL CENTER LABORATORY
200 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MEYERSDALE, PA 15552-1249
CLIA ID# 39D0180551 CAP

SANCTION: CEASE TESTING SODIUM
EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 20, 2008
REASON: REGULATED ANALYTE REPORTED CRITICAL

ALTOONA REGIONAL HEALTH SYSTEM
BON SECOURS CAMPUS
27000 7TH AVENUE
ALTOONA, PA 16602-2099
CLIA ID# 39D0691404 CAP

SANCTION: CEASE TESTING ETHANOL
EFFECTIVE DATE: APRIL 4, 2008
REASON: REGULATED ANALYTE REPORTED CRITICAL
10. OTHER ACTIONS. THIS SECTION INCLUDES OTHER SPECIFIC
INFORMATION THAT MAY BE USEFUL IN EVALUATING THE
PERFORMANCE OF LABORATORIES AS SPECIFIED IN 493 CFR 1859(A). IT
ALSO INCLUDES INFORMATION PROVIDED BY CLIA EXEMPT STATES.

NONE